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Through six messages The Committee has addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The pursuit of good, the avoidance of bad
The future
Ideas and beliefs
Thoughts & power
War
Imagery, truth & deception.

They speak to us now about the future.
"As you look at the human calendar, for you are the only living beings on Earth who do this, you
know that after the passage of thirty sunrise cycles, or a lap around your planet made by your
satellite, one moonth, you will easily be able to look back and see common events affecting
many people near and where you live, or the entire nation or even the whole world, or just you.
You know this now. A line or sequence of events, grouped into segments called days, will
compose this just-to-be-finished month. It will be a line, nearly straight, or quite crooked &
twisted or with parts of both, but you will know that it is a line.
It will be the only line, and so you can return your gaze to the upcoming moonth or month, or to
just one week. You will just know that it also will be a line, a single one.
Thus comes the human ability to focus and in some cases fixate upon the future as certain. You
are not that weak, not that simplistic and certainly in no way so constrained.
If you know the future, it is not; it is merely the now wrapped in a calendar, which is an illusion.
The line leading to the spot at which you now find yourself, is one of many, nearly an infinite
number of lines which lead to your current location. The lines leading forward to that spot where
you will turn about in a month and look back at right now, are also infinite in number, and in
length we should add. Infinitely long, because human death is also an illusion You have the
control, the authority and if you choose, the will to alter your course as often or infrequently or
little as you decide. Many lines forward will lead to the spot you will label "one month from
now".
Wonder not so much about your future, for this lowers your control over it. Do not speculate, but
rather choose your future. Events you believe you cannot control, do not mean you cannot
control the outcome though visualization.
You dislike a candidate in an upcoming election? Consider how your focus upon her or him,
creates a win for such candidate. You dislike your current financial circumstance? Do not focus
upon it, turn your mind to what you want and repeat your desire with your thoughts. Worry not
about time, or segments of it, for these are an illusion. Your thoughts are as solid as the hardest
steel, rock or concrete you have even seen, felt or touched. The calendar is as flighty as a feather
in a typhoon.
A happening, event or occurrence of which you are aware, is part of you. You have no less vote
in the outcome than has any human; you stand with at least equal stature and influence upon this
event, as any mind involved, and in some circumstances, perhaps more.

Look upon the occurrence, such as the war in Ukraine, and know that your mind votes for an
outcome just as any mind can vote. You may vote for your breakfast choice and have 100%
control, but your thoughts control the outcome of the Russia Ukraine War just as much as do the
brainwaves of any human. The difference between war and breakfast is simply who is involved
and the number of souls affected, which is not as great a difference as it seems.
Often have we mentioned the cult of hidden controlling powers among humans, who understand
intimately the many things we have explained, a small few human among you who count upon
and even worse for them, depend upon the vast majority of humans to dismiss certain ideas as
delusions or simplistic, vapid poppycock.
Your future is in your mind, and in the hands controlled by your mind. Your mind sees what
futures are possible, or also creates the futures you prefer. Aspects of your soul, none of which
are lower than other parts, simply are not as readily accessible as would be preferred in some
instances. These obvious and other not-so-obvious parts are entirely and completely your choice,
you are not now, were not ever and never shall be forced to separate these aspects of your soul
and self, against your will or against your preferences. Never. You chose to make things seem
this way, for this is the power you have over your soul, which is your entire and true essence.
Once we said Marine LePen would not become the elected leader of the French People, but then
we reversed ourselves to say this would happen. It did not, not along that calendar moment. Look
at France now and what do you see? So when this occurs, the difference will be the calendar, the
illusion.
If you believe your will and power of the mind will halt Russia's reabsorption of Ukraine into the
re-created CCCP or USSR, now named the Russian Federation, consider the souls who have
voted for this. Consider the outcome to be what an election involves. Human considerations say
that conducting such an invasion, an offensive without need for protection or defense, is wrong.
Consider the Russian view that the invasion is a pre-emptive strike for protection & defense.
Whose soul voted for this, now unaware of the ballot cast in favor of it happening? The many of
you reading this have or will cast your ballots against the invasion and the effects, but how shall
this overturn other votes in favor? When you choose to accomplish something, whose vote shall
trump yours when your goal or objective is prevented?
As many lines as you can imagine, lead to the spot or location humans label then refer to as
"now". As many lines or sequences lead away from it, also. All these lines or sequences lead in
all directions, 360o around you. The illusions of the future or the past are created by Earth's
rotation. The beauty and great attraction of human incarnation is the inability of a human to
switch between timelines once chosen. As a human.
Your soul may and can switch between them as often or infrequently as you like & want. Dreams
are a common way this is done, but your life station, your physical place and your circumstance
require timelines to be built upon decisions and choices, recorded for all eternity as a piece of the
line sequence in which they are created.
Choose well, choose badly but always, choose to be aware. The HCPs are, in this aspect, your
adversary. They wish for you to be unaware of what we have explained, for you to be of a lesser
human stature & status and also to be unaware of it.
You are equally aware and of equal stature and for proof we will simply say, which one of them
has successfully planted an idea or preference in you, a preference with which you disagreed?
Be well one and all, do return soon."

